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Okay... what’s the deal this time?

Really? I thought it was pretty straightforward... Anyways, this is the story of an 
entire chapter of Adeptus Astartes dedicated to hunting down Tyranids. They are 
rumored to either be a successor of the Imperial Fists who decided to take the fight 
to the bugs or a splinter from the Space Wolves who simply enjoy the thrill of the 
hunt. Regardless, here we find them about to cleanse a Space Hulk in their prefered 
method: up close and personal.

Space Marines purging a Space Hulk of Tyranids isn’t really 
ground breaking you know?

Sometimes it’s nice to revisit the classics and give them a new twist.

Remind me; what’s a ‘Kebek’ again?

‘Kebek’ is the name of the system where all of our team’s armies come from. It’s a... 
very busy system. The word ‘Kebek’ is an intentional mispelling of our province of 
origin; Quebec. Since Canada is known for it’s igloos, polar bears and endless tracts 
of snow and ice, and our first army at Adepticon was themed around ‘Ice Orks’, we 
had decided they were from the fifth planet in the Kebek system. Yes, yes... next year 
we’ll be back to Kebek V. No, I don’t know what we’re going to do about that.

Cool comic, but how can I 
show it off to my buddies at 
home?

Simple enough, visit jfdubeau.com 
and you will find a digital version of the 
comic as well as last year’s comic and 
a bunch of other stuff I’m working on.



Other stuff by J-F Dubeau

Check out my new fantasy webcomic, The Eldritch Age  
at jfdubeau.com/theeldritchage 
or any of my other shenanigans at jfdubeau.com

http://jfdubeau.com/theeldritchage
http://jfdubeau.com

